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OVERVIEW

Rebel Airways started operations
at London Chipperfield Airport in
May 1960 under the name
Republic Airlines, using three
Convair 340s leased from the
American company of the same
name, although the aircraft were
transferred to the British register.
However, the name generated political controversy and, under Government pressure,
the requirement for a change was accepted by proprietor Eldran Jeffercombe. A
flamboyant character from a wealthy Dorset family, the 26-year-old Jeffercombe chose

the name Rebel, partly in protest. The
fleet expanded steadily during the
1960s. By 1966 Rebel's inventory
included four 340s, two 440s and
three Douglas DC-6s, two of which
were equipped with large cargo doors
for freighter operations. Jet operations
began in 1967 with Boeing 707-400s
and by 1974 the fleet consisted
entirely of jets: eight 707s and four
737-200s.

Today's fleet comprises Boeing 787s,
777s and A321s, a total of more than
40 aircraft. On order are more 787s

and A321s. Eldran Jeffercombe retired in 2002 and his daughter Miriam is the current
CEO. Eldran died in 2009. Miriam's husband, Charles Hollis, is Rebel's current Director
of Finance.

EMPLOYEE INSURANCE

Renowned for their enlightened employment policies, the Jeffercombes have rarely
experienced employee dissatisfaction. Rebel's terms and conditions are amongst the
best in the industry and worker democracy is real rather than hypothetical. Unusually in
the airline industry, Rebel employees are obliged to join the company's insurance
scheme, which is separate from the pension scheme, and deducts 11% of pre-tax salary
from workers. In the event of severe downturns in the airline industry payments from the
insurance fund are made to workers in accordance with agreements negotiated with the
various unions. The payments were triggered after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, and more
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substantially, during the 2020/21 Covid-19 pandemic. Retiring workers are refunded
their contributions to the scheme in accordance with current tax regulations.

AIRCRAFT NAMING POLICY

Miriam Jeffercombe acknowledges
that the family themselves choose the
sometimes controversial names for
Rebel's aircraft, following the tradition
started by Eldran. "It's one area
where we indulge personal whim,"
she says, "although we do consult the
company's employees before making
a final choice. Two or three times we
have yielded to objections from my staff. And a few times we have stood firm. Dad left a
list of names he wanted for the fleet and I've added some myself. Some of the names
are re-allocated when aircraft are replaced, just as Dad wanted." Musicians and
composers feature strongly in the list. "Music is a universal language," Miriam says.
"Tunes written by Dolly Parton and Beethoven are loved by people around the world."

Political names chosen by the family have also exercised some commentators. "Yes, we
have been accused of selecting left-wing agitators. But, despite their flaws, there is a

common thread linking the ones
chosen – they've all tried to help the
less fortunate. Simple as that."

Other names include designers of
steam engines, such as William
Stanier and Nigel Gresley, originally
chosen by Eldran. "I think Dad wanted
to be an engine driver when he was a
kid," explains Miriam.

Football fans object that only one club,
Tottenham Hotspur, have found their
way on to the Rebel list. "As a young
man my father lived for a while in

North London and watched Spurs at White Hart Lane for most of their home matches.
It's a tribal thing, I suppose." Rivalry with other London clubs is intense. "Some Arsenal
fans refuse to fly with us," Miriam says, a touch ruefully. "We'll just have to live with that.
But who knows, one day the Gunners might find themselves adorning one of our
planes!"
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G-RBLA Eric Clapton
G-RBLB John Lennon
G-RBLC Keith Richards
G-RBLD Buddy Holly
G-RBLE George Harrison
G-RBLF Bobby Moore
G-RBLG Geoff Hurst
G-RBLH Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
G-RBLI Johann Sebastian Bach
G-RBLN
G-RBLO Tottenham Hotspur
G-RBLP Ringo Starr
G-RBLR Dolly Parton

G-RRBG Winston Churchill
G-RRBH Piotr Tchaikovsky
G-RRBN Edward Elgar
G-RRBO Reginald J Mitchell
G-RRBP Carl Perkins
G-RRBR Elvis Presley
G-RRBS Little Richard
G-RRBT
G-RRBU Ludwig van Beethoven
G-RRBV Nigel Gresley
G-RRBW William Stanier

G-REBA Nelson Mandela
G-REBB Steve Biko
G-REBC Aneurin Bevan
G-REBD Mahatma Gandhi
G-REBE Clement Attlee
G-REBF Joseph Haydn
G-REBG Frédéric Chopin
G-REBH
G-REBJ
G-REBK Jackie DeShannon
G-REBM Jimi Hendrix
G-REBN Chuck Berry
G-REBO Dusty Springfield
G-REBP Smokey Robinson

REBEL AIRWAYS B777 FLEET

REBEL AIRWAYS B787 FLEET

REBEL AIRWAYS A321 FLEET
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G-REBS John F Kennedy
G-REBV Glenn Miller
G-REBW Mick Jagger
G-REBX Paul McCartney
G-REBY Rosetta Tharpe
G-REBZ

v8

REBEL AIRWAYS A321 FLEET
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REBEL HISTORIC

Rebel Airways are renowned for
their historic aircraft fleet. The
Concorde is the star of the show of
course, the only one in the world
still flying, although Mike
Jeffercombe, Operations Manager
of Rebel Historic and nephew of
Eldran, has his own favourite. "One
of our Dougs has been with us
almost from the start," he says.
"Yankee Juliet is still going strong
and I still get a thrill when I ride in
it. Those massive radial engines,
their growl, the smoke they belch
out during start up. It just takes me
straight back to my childhood."

Other propliners include another
DC6, a Boeing 377 Stratocruiser and a Lockheed Super Constellation.
Jeffercombe notes the perilous history of the Lockheed. "The Connie survived an
attempt to shoot it down when it was involved in a gun-running operation in Africa.
You can see where they riveted patches over the bullet holes."

What about the Concorde? "In a moment," laughs Jeffercombe. "Let me tell you
about our Caravelle." The aircraft in question started life with Belgian airline
Sabena in 1962 and flew for nearly 20 years. Rebel rescued it from dereliction and
brought it back to airworthiness. "Cost us a bomb to sort it out," says Jeffercombe,
"but I'm glad we did it. In my opinion the most beautiful piston airliner was the
Super Connie and the most beautiful jet was the Caravelle."

And the Concorde? "Another beauty," says Jeffercombe. "An iconic machine, like a
Harley Davidson motorbike or a Castle class steam engine. It cost us a fortune to
get it flying, but it was worth it. Amazing publicity for us. It's much in demand at air
shows around the world." Rebel's ex-Air France Concorde is not allowed to fly
supersonically. "It would be impossible, anyway," says Jeffercombe. "The original
Olympus engines had to go, too expensive to maintain. We re-engined it with Rolls
Royce Edens, which are much less powerful. We've got the same engines in the
Caravelle. Besides, the Conc's Certificate of Airworthiness restricts us to 250 knots
and we're not allowed to pressurise the cabin, which limits us to 10,000 feet max
altitude. No problem, really. A fly past at 250 still looks impressive and we've fitted
acoustic amplifiers in the exhausts to boost the noise level – the opposite of what
people usually want," laughs Jeffercombe. "The spectators love it!" Are passengers
allowed? "Sadly, no," comes the answer. "The Concorde and the Caravelle are
both empty fuselages. No seats, nothing. As we aren't allowed to carry passengers
we took out the seats to save weight and reduce fuel consumption. But we can
take passengers in the propliners," adds Jeffercombe. "In fact we often charter
them out for enthusiasts' flights. The revenue offsets the cost of upkeep."
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Any plans for additions to the fleet? "We're thinking about a Comet. We've
identified a couple of airframes which might not be beyond salvation. Again, our
engineers would put two Eden engines in instead of the original Avons. Watch this
space!"

G-APYJ Douglas DC6B Hugh Dowding
N1547E Douglas DC6B Franklin D Roosevelt
N1040V Boeing 377 Stratocruiser
G-VTGL Lockheed L1049G Constellation Neil Armstrong
G-CRVL SE210 Caravelle Violette Szabo
G-CONC BAC-Aerospatiale Concorde Orville Wright

REBEL AIRWAYS HISTORIC FLEET
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LONDON CHIPPERFIELD: HISTORY

During World War II there was a need for extra military airfields in southern
England to support the USAAF bomber offensive. One surveyed site was
Bovingdon in Hertfordshire, but this location in the Chiltern hills was prone to hill
fog in cloudy weather and so a new site was chosen on slightly lower ground two
miles to the southeast on Chipperfield Common, roughly in the centre of a triangle
whose corners were Amersham, Hemel Hempstead and Watford. Three B17 Flying
Fortress squadrons were based at Chipperfield from 1943 to the end of hostilities.

After the war the Government had to chose the site for London’s main airport.
Croydon, the pre-war London terminal, was not suitable for development for
various reasons, one being the difficulty of expansion in a built-up suburban area.
The options were eventually narrowed to two, the military bases at Chipperfield
and at Heathrow, ten miles west of London. Although Heathrow was closer than
Chipperfield there were concerns that, like Croydon, existing areas of housing
might restrict expansion. The Government decided that Chipperfield would be the
main airport and that Heathrow would serve as a base for short range operations,
thereby obviating the need for long runways there.
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Against vehement local opposition, three villages disappeared under the sea of
concrete that was to be the new airport: Sarratt, Flaunden and Chipperfield itself. A
four runway layout was adopted, with one pair of parallel runways orientated
southwest-northeast and the other roughly at right angles. Besides facilitating
crosswind operations, this layout enabled mitigation of aircraft noise impact when
jet services started in the late 1950s by allowing alternate switching from the 07-25
runways to the 17-35 runways when wind strength and direction was not critical.

A shorter fifth runway was added in the 1970s for the smaller, slower commuter
airliners so that they would not interfere with the flow of jet traffic. With its capacity
no longer needed, Heathrow was closed as an airport in 1982 and the site returned
to developers for housing and industrial building.


